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LESSON TITLE

Outbreak
Guiding Question: How can technology improve our lives?

SUBJECTS

Science
Math
COMPUTATIONAL
THINKING PRACTICE

Recognizing and Defining
Computational Problems
COMPUTATIONAL
THINKING STRATEGY

Collect Data, Analyze Data,
Find Patterns
MATERIALS
Designing Data

student capture sheet
Computer with Internet access
(optional)
Projector and presentation board
or whiteboard/chalkboard
2 small balls and a cone
Words to Know fact sheet

Ignite Curiosity
▪ How does a virus spread?
▪ What’s the difference between a pandemic, epidemic and  
▪ How do epidemiologists analyze data to find the original source of a virus?  
▪ Could we stop the zombie apocalypse by thinking like a computer?  
In this lesson, students will discover how scientists think like computers
in order to combat virus outbreaks. Students will get firsthand experience
with the computational thinking strategies of collecting and analyzing data
by engaging with a real-world STEM problem: identifying and deterring
a virus outbreak. In THINK, students act as public health analysts
challenged by a mysterious virus outbreak. In order to combat the virus,
they know what viruses are, how they spread and what terms can be
used to talk about them. In SOLVE, students utilize the computational
thinking strategy of collecting data to solve a zombie infection case by
collecting and analyzing data and finding patterns. In CREATE, students
will produce a flowchart using the qualitative and quantitative questions
to help other members of the community to be aware of the zombie virus.
In CONNECT, students learn how doctors, public health professionals,
scientists and bioengineers use computational thinking strategies like
collecting and analyzing data to stop viruses in their tracks.
Students will be able to:
▪ Analyze maps to understand how viruses spread,
▪ Understand the importance of both quantitative and qualitative data, and
▪ Create a flowchart designed to identify and stop a spreading virus.

Teacher resource: Meet the
public health detectives
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Students act as public health analysts challenged by a mysterious virus
outbreak. In order to combat the virus, students must know what viruses
are, how they spread, and what terms can be used to talk about them.
1 Begin the lesson by having students complete one of the following activities:
▪ Virus Ball—In this activity, select one student to be ‘patient zero’ and provide them with 2 identical
objects (we suggest two balls but it can be anything like 2 pencils, erasers, etc.). All students should
be sitting aside from ‘patient zero’.
▪ ‘Patient zero’ will select two sitting classmates. They will give each one a ball (or other item),
representing the virus. The two chosen students now have the virus and will hand the ball over to
other students who are sitting. Continue this pattern until all students sit down.
▪ Share the following blog entry about COVID-19 ‘patient zero’ in Canada. You can refer to only the first
portion (January, patient zero) portion for our purposes.
▪ Debrief the two activities by asking the following questions.
▪ What did the ball (or object) represent in the activity? (A virus.)
▪ How is a virus passed (The virus passes through human contact. It cannot pass from host to host
on its own).
▪ Who was ‘patient zero’ in Canada? What do we know about him?
▪
2 Share the following TED Talk about how germs spread and why they make us sick. Share the Words to
Know fact sheets with students and review the 4 terms and ensure they are aware of the meaning of the
words. Debrief with the following questions:
▪ Did the video provide any new information about how germs, such as viruses, spread?
3
4

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Students utilize the computational thinking strategy of collecting data
to solve a zombie virus outbreak by collecting and analyzing data and
finding patterns.
This material has been adapted from the following website.
Teacher resource: Could scientist detect a ‘zombie’ virus before an outbreak occurs? (background article)
1 Read the following scenario to students:
An increasing number of citizens are disappearing at night. These victims are reappearing as zombies.
They are slow-moving, very strong. They are impervious to pain/injury and appear to be unaware of
their surroundings. We’ve discovered that after the victims disappear, they reappear without human
blood. Without blood flow, these zombies freeze quickly. We believe this is why they are headed south—
to warmer temperatures. They are constantly hungry and attacking at an alarming rate. We’re currently
trying to figure out how to stop them, but a defensive standoff is not a long-term solution. What we
need to figure out is how this virus originally infected the first victims. Here’s what we do know: All of
the victims attended a carnival in Vancouver. We’ve collected interviews, but haven’t had time to review
them for consistencies. What we need from you, agents, is a thorough investigation. We need to know
the root cause of this virus in order to create a vaccine to stop the growing mass of those infected.
2 Have the students listen to the collected interviews from carnival attendees (10 total). With this
exercise, the students will be conducting an investigation into what the infected attendees have in
common. Did they all have a corn dog? Did they attend the same shows?
3 Have students use What’s in Common student handout to note what each person did/ate. This will
allow students to look for patterns.
4 When reading the interviews on the Patient Profiles student handout, instruct the students to mark
an X to correspond with the infected person and the carnival activity that they participated in that day.
Note: All of the infected victims will have their stories told by someone else (family member/friend), so
make sure the student is writing down what the INFECTED person did at the carnival.
5

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Ebola Screening – Home Care Patient Population (Home Health & Outpatient Services)

Students produce a flowchart that outlines a zombie virus identification
and treatment strategy.

The confirmation of an Ebola case in Dallas has led virtually ALL healthcare providers to integrate Ebola screening
questions into EVERY patient interaction, particularly clinicians at a point of first medical contact. For many of our
patients we are the first and sometimes the only point of contact with regard to healthcare services. In concert with
1 Tell
students
that we
during
the 2013–2016
Ebola
Outbreak,
epidemiologists created a two-question
your local hospital, EMS,
and first
response partners,
will be including
the two CDC screening
questions
into all home
encounters as well:
screening tool to find out if a patient might be infected and carrying the virus. It is pictured below.

Image Source: https://www.amr.net/
resources/ebola/caregiver-information/
ebola-screening-home-health-patientpopulation1119.pdf

2 Ask students to brainstorm in groups a list of five questions they would use to find out information about
how to find out if someone has the zombie virus. Have each group write one of the five questions on the
As with any public healthboard
challenge,
practitioner
part location.
of the team that
minimizes
and eventually
controls questions ready in case of duplicates. After
orevery
some
otherbecomes
central
They
should
have backup
urther spread of disease. Beginning immediately and continuing until the risk no longer exists, all new admissions to
each
group
has
placed
a
question
on
the
board,
have
students
home health and new TX Outpatient Services patients in the Dallas-region will be assessed/interviewed utilizing the two sort them into categories.

Process:

questions referenced above. Responses to these questions are to be documented in the narrative portion of the
patient’s clinical record with appropriate interventions employed. For patients currently receiving home care services,
the on
questions
withskilled
students
by using
the following 5 questions:
hese two questions3
will Review
be asked and and
patientsrevise
will be assessed
the next scheduled
visit (performed
by a RN,
PT, OT or SLP). Similarly,▪forWhat
TX Outpatient
Services
patients,
these
two
questions
will
be
asked
and
patients
assessed
kind of question formats do you usually see in a survey (multiple choice, text boxes, etc.)? What
during telephone triage, at all unplanned care and next scheduled visits by the nurse or provider (MD, DO, DPM, APN,
type
of
does
each
question
format
collect?
PA). Observations and responses are to answer
be documented
in the
narrative
portion of the
patient’shelp
clinicalyou
record,
engaging
appropriate interventions.
Clinicians
should
observe
and
assess
for
the
symptoms
described
above
on
all
subsequent
▪ What do we need to know about viruses in order to create a flowchart for medical staff to diagnose the
visits and during ongoing care.

zombie virus?

The Evolution Health Medical
Command
Center
Clinician
Hotline, 855-448-1742,
is available
to provide
24-hour support
▪ How
would
you
structure
a question
designed
to capture
how ill a patient feels?
o all Envision Healthcare clinicians. The hotline is staffed by Evolution Health Nurse Navigators in the Medical
Command Center in Dallas
is supported
the Logis
technology.a The
nurse navigators
can provide
▪ and
How
wouldbyyou
structure
question
designed
to immediate
locate where people were infected
access to information on clinical and operational support for any potential Ebola patient.

with a virus?

▪ What is the importance of asking the right questions about virus outbreaks?

Envision Healthcare continues to monitor all of our clinical sources for new information and guidance. We believe our
caregivers are prepared to deliver appropriate care to patients with any infectious disease including Ebola.
4 our
While
students
the isflowchart,
theirbefore
team
adhere
Please reinforce among
caregiver
communitydesign
that protection
simple: hand-washing
andmust
after each
patient
contact and stringent blood and body fluid precautions.

to the following criteria and constraints:

▪ The flowchart must help identify whether the virus is the zombie strain or not.
▪ The flowchart must lead to answers that identify how the virus is spreading.
▪ The flowchart must include advice for patients on next steps based on their answers.

5 Students will work on their flowcharts and share with classmates.
6 Extension: The university of Cambridge has developed a suite of games about disease-try and wipe out
the world, go on a detective mission, save the world from a flu pandemic, become a virtual researcher,
and set up your online laboratory! You can learn more by clicking here.
Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Select one of the strategies listed below to help students
answer these questions:
▪ How do this problem and solution connect to me?
▪ How do this problem and solution connect to real-world careers?
▪ How do this problem and solution connect to our world?
1 Write the three questions on PowerPoint or flip chart slides, and invite students to share out responses.
2 Display pieces of chart paper around the room, each with one question written on it.
Ask students to write down their ideas related to the questions on each sheet.
3 Assign one of the questions to three different student groups to brainstorm or research and
then share out responses.
4 Invite students to write down responses to each question on a sticky note, and collect them
to create an affinity diagram of ideas.

How does this
connect to students?

How does this
connect to careers?

Students are likely to come
into contact with many
different viruses over
their lifetimes. Viruses
like COVID-19 can have a
severe effect on populations,
especially vulnerable
communities like small
children and the elderly.
This lesson helps students
to think about how they can
use in their newly acquired
knowledge identify and treat
viruses. It also helps students
understand the importance
of using data collection and
analysis to identify the origin
of an outbreaking order to
manage it or even stop it.

Epidemiologists
investigate causes and
patterns in diseases. They
research, educate, and
present on how to reduce the
risks of viruses, diseases, and
other health hazards.
Health Educators
teach people how to identify
and treat viruses. They
also lead programs that
promote health and wellness.
They often work in schools,
hospitals, and patient
care facilities.
Public Health Analysts
work for institutions like
the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
and use quantitative and
qualitative data methods
to work with public
health programs.

How does this
connect to our world?
The computational thinking
strategies of collecting and
analyzing data are useful in
virtually every career field.
When it comes to identifying
and stopping the spread of
disease, technologies like
deep learning and artificial
intelligence are helping
researchers to identify genetic
defects in patients’ DNA before
they cause any harm.
TATA Consultancy services
helps India use an analytics
approach to drug development
for infectious diseases. Click
here to learn more.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Curriculum Connections
“For the goals to be reached, everyone needs to do their part:
governments, the private sector, civil society and people like you.”
—The United Nations

UNITED
NATIONS
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS

3

STAY
WELL

“The Sustainable Development Goals are the blueprint for a better
future. And together we can reach them. By following the Good
Life Goals, we can all help make tomorrow better than today. Let’s
do this! #GoodLifeGoals”

GOODLIFE
GOALS

3

STAY
WELL

Actions
1
Learn about,
and share, ways
to stay healthy

4
Value mental
health and
well-being

2
Wash your
hands and
exercise
regularly

5
Demand
medical care
and vaccinations
for all

3
Stay safe on or
near roads

Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for
all at all ages.

Source:

The Good Life Goals by Futerra Sustainability Communications Ltd and 10-Year Framework of Programmes
on Sustainable Lifestyles and Education Programme is licenced under CC BY-ND 4.0.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Global Competencies
CMEC (Council of Ministers of Education, Canada) Pan-Canadian Global Competencies Descriptions
Highlighted sections apply to this lesson
Global Competency

Definition

Student Descriptors

Collaboration

Collaboration involves the interplay
of the cognitive (including thinking
and reasoning), interpersonal,
and intrapersonal competencies
necessary to participate effectively
and ethically in teams. Everincreasing versatility and depth
of skill are applied across diverse
situations, roles, groups, and
perspectives in order to coconstruct knowledge, meaning,
and content, and learn from, and
with, others in physical and virtual
environments.

Students participate in teams by establishing
positive and respectful relationships, developing
trust and acting co-operatively and with integrity.

Communication involves receiving
and expressing meaning (e.g.,
reading and writing, viewing
and creating, listening and
speaking) in different contexts
and with different audiences and
purposes. Effective communication
increasingly involves
understanding both local and
global perspectives, societal and
cultural contexts, and adapting
and changing using a variety of
media appropriately, responsibly,
safely, and with regard to one’s
digital footprint.

Students communicate effectively in different
contexts in oral and written form in French and/
or English through a variety of media.

Communication

Students learn from and contribute to
the learning of others by co-constructing
knowledge, meaning, and content.
Students assume various roles on the team,
respect a diversity of perspectives, and address
disagreements and manage conflict in a
sensitive and constructive manner.
Students network with a variety of
communities/groups and use an array of
technology appropriately to work with others.

Students communicate using the appropriate
digital tools and create a positive digital footprint.
Students ask effective questions to acquire
knowledge, listen to understand all points of
view, voice their own opinions, and advocate
for ideas.
Students gain knowledge about a variety
of languages and understand the cultural
importance of language.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Global Competencies cont.
Highlighted sections apply to this lesson
Global Competency

Definition

Student Descriptors

Global Citizenship and
Sustainability

Global citizenship and
sustainability involve reflecting
on diverse worldviews and
perspectives and understanding
and addressing ecological, social,
and economic issues that are
crucial to living in a contemporary,
connected, interdependent, and
sustainable world. It also includes
the acquisition of knowledge,
motivation, dispositions, and skills
required for an ethos of engaged
citizenship, with an appreciation
for the diversity of people,
perspectives, and the ability to
envision and work toward a better
and more sustainable future for all.

Students understand the ecological, economic,
and social forces, their interconnectedness,
and how they affect individuals, societies,
and countries.
Students take actions and responsible decisions
that support quality of life for all, now and in
the future.
Students recognize discrimination and promote
principles of equity, human rights, and
democratic participation.
Students understand Indigenous traditions and
knowledge and its place in Canada, learn from
and with diverse people, develop cross-cultural
understanding, and understand the forces that
affect individuals, societies, and nations.
Students engage in local, national, and global
initiatives to make a positive difference.
Students contribute to society and to the
culture of local, national, global, and virtual
communities in a responsible, inclusive,
accountable, sustainable, and ethical manner.
Students as citizens participate in networks in a
safe and socially responsible manner.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Global Competencies cont.
Highlighted sections apply to this lesson
Global Competency

Definition

Student Descriptors

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

Critical thinking and problem
solving involve addressing
complex issues and problems by
acquiring, processing, analysing,
and interpreting information
to make informed judgments
and decisions. The capacity to
engage in cognitive processes
to understand and resolve
problems includes the willingness
to achieve one’s potential as
a constructive and reflective
citizen. Learning is deepened
when situated in meaningful,
real-world, authentic experiences.

Students will solve meaningful, real-life, complex
problems by taking concrete steps to address
issues and design and manage projects.
Students will engage in an inquiry process to
solve problems as well as acquire, process,
interpret, synthesize, and critically analyse
information to make informed decisions (i.e.,
critical and digital literacy).
Students will see patterns, make connections,
and transfer what they have learned from
one situation to another, including in real
world applications.
Students will construct, relate, and apply
knowledge to all domains of life such as school,
home, work, friends, and community.
Students will analyze the functions and
interconnections of social, economic, and
ecological systems.

Innovation, Creativity
and Entrepreneurship

Innovation, creativity, and
entrepreneurship involve the
ability to turn ideas into action to
meet the needs of a community.
The capacity to enhance concepts,
ideas, or products to contribute
new-to- the-world solutions
to complex economic, social,
and environmental problems
involves leadership, taking risks,
independent/unconventional
thinking and experimenting with
new strategies, techniques, or
perspectives, through inquiry
research. Entrepreneurial mindsets
and skills involve a focus
on building and scaling an
idea sustainably.

Students formulate and express insightful
questions and opinions to generate novel ideas.
Students contribute solutions to complex
economic, social, and environmental problems
or to meet a need in a community in a number
of ways including; enhancing concepts, ideas,
or products through a creative process, taking
risks in their thinking and creating, making
discoveries through inquiry research, and by
hypothesizing and experimenting with new
strategies or techniques.
Students demonstrate leadership, initiative,
imagination, creativity, spontaneity, and
ingenuity in a range of creative processes
and motivate others with an ethical
entrepreneurial spirit.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Global Competencies cont.
Highlighted sections apply to this lesson
Global Competency

Definition

Student Descriptors

Learning to learn and
to be self-directed
and self-aware

Learning to learn and to be
self-directed and self-aware,
means: becoming aware and
demonstrating agency in one’s
process of learning, including the
development of dispositions that
support motivation, perseverance,
resilience, and self-regulation.
Belief in one’s ability to learn
(growth mindset), combined with
strategies for planning, monitoring
and reflecting on one’s past,
present, and future goals, potential
actions and strategies, and results.
Self-reflection and thinking about
thinking (metacognition) promote
lifelong learning, adaptive capacity,
well-being, and transfer of learning
in an ever-changing world.

Students learn the process of learning
(metacognition) (e.g., independence, goalsetting, motivation) and believe in their ability
to learn and grow (growth mindset).
Students self-regulate in order to become
lifelong learners and reflect on their thinking,
experience, values, and critical feedback to
enhance their learning. They also monitor the
progress of their own learning.
Students develop their identity in the Canadian
context (e.g., origin and diversity) and consider
their connection to the environment. They
cultivate emotional intelligence to understand
themselves and others. They take the past
into account to understand the present and
approach the future.
Students develop personal, educational, and
career goals and persevere to overcome
challenges to reach these goals. They adapt to
change and show resilience to adversity.
Students manage various aspects of their
lives: physical, emotional (relationships, selfawareness), spiritual, and mental well-being.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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Words to Know Fact Sheet
Words to Know

▪ When more cases of a disease than expected are recorded in one
area an outbreak is declared.

Outbreak

▪ The area could be a small community or extend to several countries.
▪ An outbreak could even be a single case of a contagious disease
new to a community or not seen for a long time.
▪ An outbreak can last for a few days, weeks or even several years.
▪ Outbreaks can be transmitted through person-to-person contact,
animal-to-person contact, or from the environment.

Words to Know

Endemic

An endemic is an outbreak that occurs at a predictable rate in a
certain area or among a set population.

Epidemic

An epidemic will see a disease rapidly spread among a large number
of people in a given population. During an epidemic the disease will
normally spread in two weeks or less.

Pandemic

A pandemic is the worldwide spread of a new infectious disease.
It stretches over a larger area, infects more people and causes more
deaths than an epidemic.

Find more easy-to-implement resources to integrate computational thinking practices into your classroom by visiting ignitemyfutureinschool.ca
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What’s in Common Student Handout
This material has been adapted from the following website.

Haunted
Rides
House

Corn
Dog

Petting
Zoo

Pony
Rides

Games

Exotic
Bird
Show

Pig
Races

Stunt
Show

Mosquito
Bites

Henry

Ben

Tyler’s
kids

Emily’s
sister

Corine

Michael

Andrew’s
family

Jamie’s
friends

Whitney’s
parents

Nathan
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Patient Profiles Student Handout
This material has been adapted from the following website.
Lauren
My son Henry is infected. He started acting really strange when we got home from the fair in town. At first, he
was really sick and we were about to call the doctor, but he started showing aggression so we left him alone.
In the morning, he was gone. We went to the fair on Saturday. There was so much to do, but Henry had a
hockey game later that night so we only had time to do a few things. I remember that he asked for a corn dog
before we went on the Ferris wheel. It made him queasy, so we left the ride area. We spent time at the petting
zoo, went through the haunted house, and saw the exotic bird show and the stunt show. Oh, and we tried to
see one of the pig races, but it was so busy over there you couldn’t really see anything.
Ben
Yeah, man, I went to the fair! My friends and I go every year! We only go for the rides. We like to ride
everything until we get sick. And the stunt show is pretty awesome. It’s really the only place you can go to eat
a turkey leg like a caveman.
Tyler
I took both of my kids to the fair that weekend and both of them have disappeared. I’ve told the police
countless times. We went to the fair, we came home, went to bed, and in the morning, they were gone. They
left behind a lot of drool and a really bad stench, which is why the police think they have been infected. At the
fair we did everything. I watched them on the rides, play with the animals in the petting zoo, ride the ponies
in a circle, we saw all of the shows on the agenda, and they even convinced me to let them go through the
haunted house. We had corn dogs and cotton candy on the way out as we were slapping away mosquitos. I just
don’t understand what happened to them.
Andrew
My wife and my kids have both disappeared. My father is sick, so I spent the weekend out of town taking care
of him. To entertain the kids, I suggested she take them to the fair and let them get all of that energy out.
When I came home, the house was ransacked. At the time the police thought it was foul play, but now they
have lumped them in with the rest of the people that are infected and missing. I talked to my wife on her way
home from the fair. Our boys were passed out in the backseat, and she said they had fun. She said they did the
rides before eating. The kids were too young for the haunted house, so she volunteered to do the dunk tank
to pacify them. I remember she said they saw the stunt show while they had corn dogs and lemonade in the
stands. She told me that they rode those ponies that walk around in a circle, and then went through the petting
zoo. They missed the pig race, so she said they spent a lot of time with the animals. She texted me photos the
whole time so that I wouldn’t miss it. Alex loves animals.
Jamie
I went with friends to the fair this year, but they were way more into it than I was. I ate a corn dog while they
were watching the pig races, and ate cotton candy while they petted all the animals. Why come to the fair just
to see dumb animals? After that we rode all of the rides, played a few games, and went through the haunted
mansion before calling it a night. The mosquitos were terrible. Oh, and we did sit through the stunt show, but
like I said, the mosquitos were swarming. The next day, they were missing.
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Patient Profiles Student Handout
Emily
My sister is totally a zombie! Well, they say it’s some kind of virus, but whatever. She’s a zombie. She came
after me once we got home from the fair. At first, I thought she was joking around, but she had this dead look
in her eyes and was grunting a lot. I don’t even think she knew it was me she was lurching towards. I barred
myself in our interior bathroom, like in a tornado, you know? I actually slept in there. She was gone in the
morning. It was so totally creepy. Oh, yeah, the fair? We went around dinner on Saturday. We blew all of our
allowance. I had a funnel cake and she had a corn dog and a candied apple before riding all of the rides. We had
one of those wristband things that lets you do everything you want. We even went to the exotic bird thing, but
didn’t stay long. We also went to the pig races, but it was really crowded and the mosquitos were everywhere.
Sarah got a closer look than I did, but it was still a waste of time. I was over the animals by then, but Sarah
went through the petting zoo while I checked in with our parents.
Corine
My husband and I went to the fair this year, but we stayed away from the mainstream crowd. We mostly went
for the food. I was craving a funnel cake, and my husband ate everything in sight. We ended up eating the
funnel cake, cotton candy, shaved ice, shaved potato fries, and corn dogs. Healthy, I know. Sometimes you have
to live a little. Anyway, we watched the exotic bird show while we ate, and then caught a movie afterwards. The
mosquitos were everywhere at the fair. It was kind of gross.
Whitney
My parents actually went to the fair, but we didn’t get to go. My parents had a date night and dropped us off
at our grandparents’ house. Mom had a pie in one of the contests, so they went for the ceremony. When they
got home they called told us they had corn dogs and turkey legs to celebrate her win and watched the stunt
show and the bird show. They didn’t ride any of the rides though. My mom is paranoid about the safety of those
things. Dad did say she screamed her way through the haunted house, which is kind of funny. My sister is really
into animals, so they went by the petting zoo and snapped a few photos to show her. Oh, and Dad won us
goldfish at one of those games. It served them right that they were covered in mosquito bites. I thought it was
unfair that they got to go have fun and we had to spend the night watching loud TV with old people. When they
didn’t pick us up in the morning we were worried and eventually called the police, but they had less answers
than we did. It seems like a lot of people just vanished.
Nathan
I don’t know why you want to talk to me. It clearly wasn’t anything at the fair that made these people turn into
zombies. Everyone knows zombies come from radiation. Plus, I was at the fair and do I look like a zombie to
you? What did I do? I rode all of the rides, ate a ton of junk food, and played a few games. Oh, and watched
the bird show, or the “exotic” bird show, whatever. I thought I was going to see something cool like a vulture,
but it was a bunch of pigeons.
Michael
I took my family to the fair this year, but we all got sick after eating the deep-fried butter. The kids rode the
ponies around in a circle, but we couldn’t even attempt to ride anything. We did go through the haunted house
and watched the exotic bird show, but after that we had to leave. We were all fine in the morning, but food
poisoning is no joke.
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Designing Data
Before you build your questions, identify five pieces of information that you want to learn about the virus:
1
2
3
4
5
Types of Data
Quantitative Data—Data that are expressed numerically. These data are specific and measurable.
Examples of quantitative survey questions:
▪ How many times have you felt nauseous in the past week?
▪ How many of your friends and/or family members have felt sick in the past week?
If you want to collect quantitative data, use these question types:
▪ Checkbox, multiple choice, rating scale with numbers
Qualitative Data—Data about details or qualities that cannot be specifically measured.
Examples of qualitative survey questions:
▪ Can you describe your symptoms?
▪ Have you noticed any differences in your ears, nose, throat, or skin in the past week?
If you want to collect qualitative data, use these question types:
▪ Text box, free response, rating scale with adjectives
Do your questions help you gain information about the five things you wanted to learn about the virus?
Why or why not?
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